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Grand Faros Hotel
Marmaris

Descriere Grand Faros Hotel 4*, Marmaris
Location
This pleasant hotel is peacefully located some 3 km from Marmaris. The hotel's private sand/ pebble beach is about 2.5
km away and guests may make use of the bus service (fees apply). Links to the public transport network are to be
found directly before the hotel.
Facilities
This hotel was built in 1999. Guest accommodation comprises 97 rooms. In the air-conditioned establishment,
travellers are welcomed at the reception area with 24-hour reception and a 24-hour check-in/check-out service. Most of
the storeys can be reached by lift. Wireless internet access (no extra charge) is available to guests in the public areas.
Among the culinary options available at the accommodation are a restaurant and a bar. The grounds of the hotel
feature a playground and an attractive garden. Additional facilities at the establishment include a TV room. Those
arriving in their own vehicles can leave them in the car park of the accommodation. Available services and facilities
include a babysitting service, room service, a wake-up service, a laundry service and a hairdresser. In addition, a
shuttle service is offered.
Rooms
Each of the rooms is appointed with air conditioning and a bathroom. Most rooms feature a balcony with a view for
guests' enjoyment. A safe and, for a fee, a minibar are also available. Guests will also find a mini fridge included as
standard. Other features include a telephone and a TV. The bathrooms have a shower and a bathtub. A hairdryer can
also be found in each of the bathrooms. Special family rooms are available for families with children.
Sports/Entertainment
The hotel offers an outdoor pool and a children's pool. A sun terrace, sun loungers and parasols are also available.
Travellers can enjoy a range of refreshing drinks at the poolside bar. The establishment also offers sports enthusiasts a
wide range of indoor activities, including a gym, table tennis, billiards and darts. The accommodation offers a range of
services in the wellness area, such as a sauna, a steam bath, a hammam and a solarium, and for an additional fee,
massage treatments. Activity coordinators at the hotel organise an entertainment programme for adults and children.
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Meals
Catering options available at the establishment include half board and full board. Guests can choose to book options
such as breakfast, lunch or dinner.
Payment
The following credit cards are accepted at the accommodation: VISA and MasterCard.
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